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Experience
In a career where performance matters, getting the best 
training will often enhance opportunities for employment. 
Babcock Mission Critical Services has been operating as 
an Approved Training Organisation since 2005, delivering 
a range of high quality pilot and specialist courses to 
individuals and companies worldwide. Babcock offer the 
complete training package with a proven track record and 
a pass rate in excess of 98% for all courses. An investment 
of £1.6m has produced a dedicated state-of-the-art 
training facility, which includes the provision of the high 
tech EC135 Simulator (Level III FTD) together with a first-
class supportive training environment. Your training is 
one of the largest investments you’ll ever make. Babcock 
are committed to giving you the best possible return.
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Instruction
Babcock’s training team have in excess of 60,000 hours 
of flying experience between them, covering military, 
offshore, emergency services, and marine operations both 
in the UK and internationally. This experience, combined 
with their high-standing training qualifications, offers the 
student optimum support and encouragement through 
every phase of each specific course. Babcock do not 
believe in training the student simply to pass their test, 
but in creating a competent and confident pilot.

A comfortable, supportive environment complements 
the intensive training: the perfect balance
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Facilities
Babcock’s facilities include a dedicated suite of training 
rooms with the Airbus EC135 Flight Training Device 
at its core. The primary air-conditioned lecture room 
incorporates an interactive SMART Board with LCD, 
multimedia projection and sound system. This, combined 
with access to actual aircraft parts including a full EC135 
main gear box and other key components, optimises 
the learning experience. Supplementary to the primary 
lecture room, the training facility offers two further 
air-conditioned classrooms for pilot briefing and flight 
planning. Post-flight technical review is undertaken in a 
separate debriefing room digitally linked to the EC135 FTD, 
where the student and instructor can replay elements of 
a previous flight for detailed analysis and instruction.

Detailed ground school elements 
generate a better informed flight
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EC135 Simulation
The simulator graphics are highly detailed, and offer feature-
rich geospecific visual representation generated from aerial 
photography. This, combined with high resolution inserts 
and the inclusion of Jepperson mapping for the UK, makes 
the device ideal for low-level visual flying. The full-motion 
simulator exactly replicates a single-pilot EC135 IFR glass 
cockpit and has gained maximum credits for Instrument 
Rating training and testing. It has also been granted UK CAA 
approval for both initial and recurrent NVIS training purposes: 
the cockpit environment and simulator projection system are 
compatible with the Fenn helmet-mounted NVIS system.

Learning the toughest lessons in the safest place
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Pilot Training Offered by Babcock
An extensive range of courses is offered to meet a 
challenging employment environment. Babcock can 
provide bespoke training to develop the pilot’s skills and 
knowledge, and to create confidence in their own ability.

These courses include:
• EC135	Type	Rating	(SET	to	MET,	MET	to	MET)

• Full	Instrument	Rating

• Instrument	Rating	conversions	(QMP	IR,
ICAO	IR	to	Part-FCL	IR,	SE	to	ME	IR)

• Fixed	Wing	to	Rotary	Wing	IR	conversion

• Understanding	and	execution	of	GNSS	approaches

• Multi-Crew	Cooperation

• Instrument	Rating	Instructor

• Type	Rating	Instructor

• Type	Rating	Examiner

• TRI/TRE	Additional	Type

• Emergency	Procedures

• ATPL	training	and	test

• CPL	test	on	EC135

• Multi-pilot	type	and	instrument
ratings	with	integrated	MCC

• NVIS	training,	both	initial	and	recurrent

• Relevant	recurrent	training	and	checking

The FTD is also available for dry-lease
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Ground Crew Training
Babcock has developed a series of courses to 
supplement the industry. Specifically these relate to 
operations conducted within the group and include:

• Crew	Resource	Management	–
Foundation	&	Recurrent

• Technical	Crewmember
• HEMS	Dispatcher
• Medical	Passenger
• Police	Observer
• Helicopter	Loading	Officer
• Helicopter	Hoist	Operator
• Helicopter	Hoist	Operation	Passenger

Dispatcher training ensures maximum value 
for the deployment of air ambulances
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Training Package
Designing and delivering unrivalled training for pilots and 
other students is the primary aim of the instructional 
and support team at Babcock Mission Critical Services 
Training. A specialised learning environment is central to 
the investment in the student who will undertake their 
training with Babcock. The blend of experienced instructors, 
the advanced FTD and welcoming administrative support 
provides the student with a unique learning experience.

All the aircraft elements of training are conducted 
on a high-spec Airbus EC135 T2



Babcock Training 

Gloucestershire Airport
Staverton
Cheltenham
GL51 6SP

T +44 (0)1452 856007

www.babcockpilottraining.com


